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Box support AS101
The most efficient and fastest solution for
concrete elements on the market
Thanks to its innovative solution, it
is the most efficient and fastest
solution on the market.
Box support AS101 is used at
concrete element factories with
casting tables when installing
mounting boxes or junction boxes
into the upper side of the element.
Made from 100% recycled plastic
Box supports are made from plastic packaging
collected from households (post consumer plastic
waste).
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Benefits and features

Most efficient and fastest
solution on the market
Time saving in element
preparation work compared to
old solution (tuning with wire
and wooden planks- lot of
time and effort).

Reliable

No tools required

Environmentally friendly

In general, the concrete mass
can easily push the box up or
out of place during concrete
casting.
With the AS101 box support,
the strong construction
ensures that the product
does not move during
concrete casting.

Mounting boxes can be
attached to the box
support quickly and simply by
snap fit function.

The Box support is 100%
recycled plastic.
Locally collected and
produced.
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—
Assembling
The support is assembled from two
AS101 plastic parts.
The top one is equipped with the box
(compatible with most boxes in the
market). Mounting boxes can be simply
attached to the box support by snap fit.
Box support also has several holes for
connecting boxes with screws or metal
wire, if snap fits cannot be used.

Rebars
The plastic parts are
connected to each other’s
with two rebars, either
Ø10 or Ø8 mm.
The length of the rebars is
dependent on the thickness
of the element and the box
used (separate chart for
dimensioning can be found in
installation instruction).

The bottom part is fixed to the casting
table with threaded bushing magnet
(vemo magnet). The magnet is fastened
to the box support by screwing with
hexagon wrench.

Bushing magnet
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Order information
Type

Produc ID

EAN

Description

Package size

AS101

2TKA00004251

6438199008257

Box support for concrete elements

60 pcs
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